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Abstract: Remote-sensing tools and satellite data are often used to map and monitor changes in
vegetation cover in forests and other perennial woody vegetation. Large-scale vegetation mapping
from remote sensing is usually based on the classification of its spectral properties by means of
spectral Vegetation Indices (VIs) and a set of rules that define the connection between them and
vegetation cover. However, observations show that, across a gradient of precipitation, similar values
of VI can be found for different levels of vegetation cover as a result of concurrent changes in the
leaf density (Leaf Area Index—LAI) of plant canopies. Here we examine the three-way link between
precipitation, vegetation cover, and LAI, with a focus on the dry range of precipitation in semi-arid
to dry sub-humid zones, and propose a new and simple approach to delineate woody vegetation
in these regions. By showing that the range of values of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) that represent woody vegetation changes along a gradient of precipitation, we propose
a data-based dynamic lower threshold of NDVI that can be used to delineate woody vegetation from
non-vegetated areas. This lower threshold changes with mean annual precipitation, ranging from
less than 0.1 in semi-arid areas, to over 0.25 in mesic Mediterranean area. Validation results show
that this precipitation-sensitive dynamic threshold provides a more accurate delineation of forests
and other woody vegetation across the precipitation gradient, compared to the traditional constant
threshold approach.
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1. Introduction

Remote-sensing tools are widely used to map different attributes of vegetation at various spatial
scales [1,2]. Precise vegetation mapping is a first and vital step for long-term monitoring of vegetation
dynamics [3], in particular for long-living plants such as trees and shrubs in several woody vegetation
systems, in which different environmental effects influence the observed temporal trends.

One of the commonly used tools for vegetation monitoring is satellite data, which allow continuous
observation of vegetation at sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions and constant return frequencies.
Another advantage of satellite data for temporal analysis is that it can now be retrieved from a single
sensor, therefore allowing analysis across long time series with no further calibration.

Aerial photography is also widely used to map vegetation cover, often at spatial resolutions
that are considerably better compared to satellite-derived data. However, aerial photography is less
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useful for long-term monitoring or large-scale mapping because of non-uniformity in the imaging
methods, including the use of different sensors, different resolutions, inconsistent return frequencies,
and different calibration procedures.

Vegetation indices (VI), such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [4], are
frequently used for vegetation monitoring and mapping, in particular for individual tree delineation.
Several methods are widely used for vegetation delineation: supervised classification (e.g., [5]), spectral
methods (e.g., [6]), and machine-learning algorithms [7], or a simple constant lower threshold value
(e.g., [8]).

Vegetation mapping methods, such as classification, spectral unmixing and machine learning
require large datasets for training, and require much computing power and time compared to the
simple threshold approach and, therefore, are less efficient for large-scale mapping and long-term
monitoring. For example, the global tree cover dataset developed by Hansen et al. [3] within the Google
infrastructure is widely used for temporal analysis of forest gain/loss. The training and validation
datasets for this global tree cover map are based on data of forests in the main types of humid biomes
(temperate, Boreal and tropical) but lack data from forests in drier regions. Therefore, this dataset can
lead to false-negative detection of forest in dry biomes.

The constant threshold approach defines a minimum constant value of NDVI (or other VI)
that assumes no vegetation at values below this threshold, regardless of geographic location or
environmental conditions [8–10]. This lower threshold NDVI value is usually 0.2, while NDVI values
of 0.2 < NDVI < 1 are assumed to be positively (although not necessarily linearly) correlated with
vegetation cover [9]. This lower threshold of NDVI was found useful for forest mapping, in particular
in mesic environments with high precipitation load.

However, observations show large difference in the values of NDVI obtained for similar values
of vegetation cover, when comparing across regions with different levels of precipitation [11]. Such
differences can result in under-detection of forests, especially in regions with low precipitation load.
Therefore, here we argue that the constant threshold approach is not sensitive enough for precise
long-term analyses, because it results in large false-negative errors when mapping woody vegetation
in dry regions (with arid, semi-arid, and even Mediterranean climate) and false-positive errors in
humid regions. Furthermore, NDVI values cannot provide sufficient information about changes in
the structure of woody vegetation (e.g., changes in the area covered by vegetation vs. the internal
structure of leaf area and leaf density of this vegetation) which can result in false delineation when
comparing across sites with widely different precipitation amounts. Moreover, changes in the NDVI
value in the same location between two time steps might be interpreted either as change in vegetation
cover or biomass.

In general, we know that leaf mass and leaf area of plants are both tightly related to hydrological
budget and water use by plants [12]. Woodward [13] showed that this budget can be used to predict
the maximum Leaf Area Index (LAI) of woody plants, i.e., the total one-sided area of leaf tissue per
unit ground surface area (m2

×m−2; [14]). Kahiu and Hanan [15] found a strong empirical correlation
between MODIS retrievals of the LAI and mean annual precipitation (MAP). In situ measurements of
LAI also showed high correlation to MAP [16].

However, it is worth noting some differences in the definition of vegetation cover and LAI between
the remote-sensing perspective and the field-ecological perspective. From the ecological perspective,
an increase in the availability of water to plants can result in increasing LAI within an area of vegetation
cover, which accordingly can result in an increase in NDVI with no change in vegetation cover in the
pixel. Alternatively, NDVI can increase as a result of increasing vegetation cover with similar LAI, or
a combination of increases in both cover and LAI. LAI derived from remotely sensed data is usually
based on parametrization of the Fractional Vegetation Cover (FVC). Therefore, from the remote-sensing
perspective it is difficult to distinguish between the two causes of change, although in many cases
increasing inputs of precipitation will be associated with an increase in both vegetation cover, plant
biomass, and LAI [11,17].
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We, therefore, performed a qualitative analysis that illustrates the limitations of using VIs to
monitor and interpret changes in vegetation cover and biomass. To overcome these limitations, we
developed a new simple method for woody vegetation delineation using a dynamic NDVI threshold
as a function of MAP, based on a training set of NDVI and vegetation covers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data

Sentinel 2. Sentinel-2 is a wide-swath, high-resolution (10 m), multi-spectral imaging mission
supporting Copernicus Land Monitoring studies, including the monitoring of vegetation, soil, and water
cover, as well as observation of inland waterways and coastal areas. The atmospherically corrected
product, Level 2A [18], was used within the Google Earth Engine environment [19]. Following Roderick
et al. [20], we assume that in regions with a long dry summer the NDVI signal at the end of the summer is
contributed from woody vegetation only, excluding all ephemeral herbaceous vegetation. We searched
for images acquired over Israel at the end of the dry season (mid-August to end of September; [21])
with minimum cloud cover using mask cloud probability field from level 2A product [18].

Woody vegetation cover dataset over Israel. Data on the FVC of woody vegetation in Israel was
obtained from the 10 m spatial resolution Israeli wide Fractional Vegetation Cover product [22], which
matches the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 products. This product was derived from the nation-wide
orthophoto at 0.5 m spatial resolution obtained at the end of the summer.

First, each pixel in the orthophoto was classified as woody or non-woody using two methods:
(1) color quantization and (2) chromatic green threshold (chromatic green= green/(red+green+blue)).
Then, the FVC was defined as the ratio of woody to non-woody pixels at the 10 m scale (400 pixels),
similar to the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 products.

Land cover and land use (LCLU) over Israel. The LCLU product was obtained from the
HaMaarag—Israel’s National Ecosystem Assessment Program. This dataset is based on numerus
vector and raster datasets with a resolution of 25 m [23].

Validation dataset. The entire study region in Israel was stratified to 16 classes of 50 mm of
MAP, ranging between 200 and 1000 mm yr−1. For each class, 500 points were randomly selected,
with a total of 8000 points throughout Israel. Each point was related to the containing pixel in the S2
product. To prepare this validation dataset, we used a recent aerial orthophoto of Israel (at a resolution
of 0.5 m) from which we manually classified the presence/absence of woody vegetation and the type
of vegetation cover in all randomly selected pixels. Pixels that contained woody vegetation were
classified into three categories: shrubs, forest trees (referring to planted forests), and woodland trees
(see below).

2.2. Methods

Study area. We focused our analyses on the semi-arid and Mediterranean climate regions in Israel.
The MAP in these regions ranges between a mean annual precipitation of ~150 mm/y to ~900 mm/y
in the humid Mediterranean regions at the northern edge, with large inter-annual variability [24].
The rainy season throughout Israel is very short, concentrated between October and May, with most
rainfall occurring in December, January, and February (ca. 60% of the annual amount). The woody
vegetation in the area includes: shrublands with shrubs of different sizes (ranging 0.5–2 m height),
woodlands with intermixed tree and shrubs, and planted forests composed mainly of trees that usually
are more uniform in structure and composition. Trees and shrubs in these woody vegetation systems
are spatially spread at different densities, resulting in different levels of vegetation cover.

Theoretical analysis of NDVI as a function of changing LAI and FVC. We used the PROSAIL
model to simulate canopy spectra and to calculate the expected value of NDVI obtained as a function
of defined values of LAI and vegetation cover. PROSAIL is a canopy radiative transfer scheme that
couples the leaf (PROSPECT) and canopy (4-SAIL) radiative transfer models [25]. We simulated tree
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canopy spectra with LAI ranging from 0.2 to 2, representing a low range of LAI values that are harder
to delineate. To calculate the expected NDVI of vegetation in a pixel containing both vegetation and
the surrounding areas of soil that is not covered by vegetation, these spectra (S) were linearly mixed
with the soil spectra using FVC as a weighting coefficient, as follows:

S = Tree·FVC + Soil·(1 − FVC) (1)

where “Tree” is the typical spectra of the woody vegetation and “Soil” is the typical spectra of limestone,
representing the most common type of soil material over Israel, This is important because different soil
types also influence the spectral signal from a pixel, especially in dry areas in which FVC tends to be
small and much of the area within each land pixel can be covered by bare soil and not woody vegetation.

Finally, the NDVI was calculated for each pixel from the simulated spectra. It is important to
notice that the 4-SAIL model parametrizes the FVC as function of LAI. For example, low LAI will
lead to high FVC. In this analysis we ignored this feature of the model and used a simple spectral
mixing instead.

Calibrating a dynamic NDVI threshold and range across a gradient of precipitation. To calibrate
the NDVI threshold, we calculated SENTINEL 2-based NDVI for 50,000 randomly selected pixels using
the Google Earth Engine (GEE) covering all land-cover classes from the classes in the HaMaarag LCLU
product. From these pixels, we selected only pixels defined as covering natural vegetated areas, which
were further divided into two categories of woody and non-woody vegetation. Categorization into
woody and non-woody was based on the following method: from the land-cover layer we selected
only the pixels of three main woody vegetation cover types: shrubs, planted forest trees, and woodland
trees. We used the woody vegetation cover dataset to omit all pixels with a low vegetation cover, less
than 10%, to avoid overestimation of woody cover where this cover is negligible.

Mean annual precipitation for each pixel was defined using a MAP dataset of the Israeli
Meteorological Service at 500 m spatial resolution. All points were binned into 50 mm yr−1 bins
according to the resolution of the MAP data, therefore providing estimates of the change along the
precipitation gradient.

We analyzed the NDVI value of all pixels as a function of the binned MAP. For each precipitation
bin in the range of 200–900 mm yr−1 (precipitation gradient for afforestation in Israel) we analyzed
the distribution of NDVI and looked for the 1st, 5th, 10th, median, 90th, and 95th quantiles. Curves
for the upper and lower thresholds of NDVI were fitted as a function of precipitation using the 10th
and 95th quantiles for the tree cover data. We used the lower curve (based on the 10th quantile) as
a precipitation-sensitive dynamic threshold for woody vegetation delineation. The upper threshold
(based on the 95th quantile analysis) can be used to estimate FVC by scaling each NDVI value in the
range between minimum and maximum NDVI values in each precipitation bin in our analysis. We
repeated these analyses for all the data combined, and separately for two categories of woody cover
type (shrubs vs. trees; the latter includes both forests and woodlands).

Testing sensitivity to spatial resolution and scale. Since NDVI and FVC are scale-dependent [26],
and vegetation cover in drylands is usually sparse, the chance of finding pixels without any vegetation
or with high FVC is strongly influenced by the spatial resolution of the analysis. Accordingly, we tested
whether the scale of the analysis influences the threshold calibration. To test the influence of the spatial
resolution on the dynamic threshold of the NDVI-MAP curve we compared the dynamic threshold
curves derived in a similar manner from Landsat 8 (30 m pixel resolution) and from Sentinel-2 (10 m
pixel resolution).

Validation. The precipitation-sensitive threshold approach was implemented to detect woody
vegetation over the entire study area, using NDVI values of the SENTINEL-2 2A product from 28th
September, 2018.

Using the long-term MAP data, we calculated the dynamic threshold for corresponding
precipitation values for each pixel, and checked whether the NDVI value was above or below
the dynamic threshold. All pixels with an NDVI above the dynamic threshold were defined as
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containing woody vegetation. We validated the accuracy of the automatic classification using the
manually classified validation dataset (see validation dataset above), by comparing the agreement
among pixels classified into two categories: woody vegetation cover and non-woody vegetation cover,
and calculated the Accuracy and Kappa values.

Evaluation of the new method in a different region. We tested our new precipitation-sensitive
threshold method to detect woody vegetation cover in different locations in Israel and in a dry region
with a similar Mediterranean-type climate (characterized by a warm rainless summer) in Spain (Murcia
region). We compare the detection with our precipitation-sensitive threshold method to classification of
the woody vegetation using two other common methods: a constant threshold of NDVI ≥ 0.2, and the
tree cover dataset implemented on the GEE [3].

3. Results

The PROSAIL model analysis shows that changes in NDVI are sensitive to the combination
of LAI (Figure 1a) and FVC (Figure 1b) meaning that the same NDVI value can represent various
scenarios of vegetation cover due to interaction between vegetation cover and LAI. The combined
effect of vegetation cover and LAI is most pronounced when NDVI values range between 0.2 and 0.7
(see in Figure 1 many lines with a similar NDVI value resulting from different combinations of LAI
and FVC). The analysis also shows a suite of woody vegetation cover scenarios with NDVI values
<0.2, when FVC is smaller than 0.33 or when FVC is high, but the leaf area of the vegetative cover is
sparse (e.g., LAI < 0.5). This analysis therefore presents the caveat of the constant threshold of NDVI
for vegetation delineation.

Our analysis of the distribution of NDVI values along the precipitation gradient in Israel shows
that both the lower and upper thresholds of NDVI increase as a function of MAP. The patterns of
increase, however, are different between the two thresholds (Figure 2). Figure 2a shows that the lower
threshold, indicating the lowest value of NDVI at which we expect to find shrubs, ranges from less
than 0.1 in the dry end of the precipitation gradient (200 mm yr−1) to more than 0.2 in the wet end
of the gradient (>800 mm yr−1), for the 10th quantile of the data. This means that using a constant
threshold of 0.2 will lead to either under-detection or false-positive delineation. The upper threshold
for shrubs (based on the 95th quantile), indicating the value of NDVI at which we expect to find full
woody cover (FVC = 1), ranges from less than 0.4 in the dry end of the gradient to almost 0.8 in the wet
end of the gradient.
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Figure 1. Changes in the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) as a function of increasing
Fractional Vegetation Cover (FVC) and Leaf Area Index (LAI): (a) NDVI values per pixel with increasing
LAI per unit area of vegetation cover, for different FVC levels within the pixel (light to dark colors);
(b) NDVI values per pixel with increasing FVC within the pixel, for different level of LAI per unit area
of vegetation cover (light to dark colors).

Figure 2b shows that the lower threshold for trees also ranges from less than 0.2 (~0.15) in the
dry end of the precipitation gradient to 0.4 in the wet end of the gradient (900 mm yr−1). The 10th
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percentile curve was chosen as a robust lower threshold to avoid unique cases in which only a part of
a plant is in the training pixel, but have little effect on the S2 product NDVI. The upper threshold of the
95th quantile for trees ranges from 0.45 in the dry end of the precipitation gradient to over 0.8 in the
wet end of the gradient.

Figure 2 therefore shows that the curve of the increase of NDVI threshold as a function of
precipitation is considerably steeper for the upper threshold compared to the lower threshold.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that the conservative lower threshold of NDVI = 0.2 is too high to
detect woody vegetation in the low ranges of cover in arid, semi-arid, and Mediterranean biomes, but
too low compared to the actual values of NDVI that exist for woody cover in the high range of this
precipitation gradient.
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Figure 3 shows a comparison of three different mapping methods: Hansen global tree cover (red),
constant NDVI threshold (NDVI ≥ 0.2; blue) and our newly proposed dynamic threshold (green)
for (a) Yatir forest and (b) Judean mountains. Figure 3a shows that for the Yatir forest, located in
a semi-arid environment in the northern Negev Desert, Israel (200 mm annual rainfall) [27], most of
the tree cover is not detected by the Hansen tree cover dataset while the constant NDVI threshold and
the dynamic threshold capture most of this dry forest. For the shrubland and forest in the Judean
mountains, Israel (500 mm annual rainfall) Figure 3b shows a better detection by all three methods
compared to the detection success in the semi-arid forest, but with some false-negative forest mapping
by the Hansen dataset and even by the constant threshold approach.
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Figure 3. Examples of automatic mapping of woody vegetation in two regions in Israel: (a) Yatir
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precipitation-sensitive threshold (in green).
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The validation of the new precipitation-sensitive dynamic threshold shows a high accuracy of
detection of woody vegetation, and an improved Accuracy and Kappa value compared to the two
most common alternative methods (Table 1, Supplementary Tables S1–S3).

Table 1. Comparison of the validation results of the proposed precipitation-sensitive dynamic threshold
method compared to two alternative methods.

Vegetation Delineation Method Accuracy Kappa

Constant threshold (NDVI ≥ 0.2) 0.82 0.60
Hanssen tree cover dataset 0.88 0.62

Precipitation-sensitive dynamic threshold 0.90 0.78

Figure 4 shows an example of the use of our precipitation-sensitive dynamic threshold to delineate
woody vegetation in a Mediterranean climate region in the Western Mediterranean Basin: near the
city of Murcia, Spain. A qualitative comparison of the goodness of delineation shows an improved
detection of sparse woody vegetation using the dynamic threshold approach. The dynamic threshold
method detected most of the trees and shrubs in the dry regions of Southern Spain, according to our
personal visual inspection of the detailed satellite data. Compared to this dynamics threshold, Figure 4
shows much false-negative detection, i.e., under-detection of the woody vegetation, using the two
other approaches: the Hansen tree cover dataset and the constant threshold.
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curves derived from Sentinel-2 data. 

Figure 4. Example of vegetation delineation in a Mediterranean dryland. Detection of woody cover
using three methods: the precipitation-sensitive dynamic threshold algorithm (green), forest mapping
dataset by Hansen et al., ([3]; red) and false-positive detection by the constant threshold NDVI of
0.2 (blue).

Figure 5 shows that the shape of upper and lower threshold curves derived from the lower
resolution data of Landsat 8 compared to the high-resolution data of Sentinel 2 a very similar, with
a small deviation between them. The curves derived from Landsat 8 data are confined within the
curves derived from Sentinel-2 data.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the lower and upper precipitation-sensitive dynamic thresholds at different
spatial scales of analysis. Comparison between the lower 10th quantile (gray) and upper 95th quantile
(black) thresholds from an analysis of LANDSAT-8 (diamonds) and Sentinel-2 (pluses) products.

4. Discussion

The use of remotely sensed Vegetation Indices, such as NDVI and others, is a common method to
delineate and measure vegetation cover. Here we showed that the same value of NDVI can represent
different combinations of spatial vegetation cover (FVC), and density of leaves per area covered (LAI),
due to the interactive influence of the two factors on the spectral signal at the level of the pixel (Figure 1).
Both vegetation cover and LAI are strongly influenced by the growth conditions for the vegetation
primarily defined by precipitation, which affects water availability for plants and their hydrological
budget. We show that the combination of habitat factors (precipitation or aridity) with vegetation
response in terms of FVC and LAI, influence the remotely sensed vegetation index requiring, therefore,
special attention, in particular while delineating the vegetation in areas with limited soil water such
as drylands.

Our analysis along a wide range of precipitation (200–1000 mm yr−1) showed that a dynamic
lower threshold of NDVI, which changes along the precipitation gradient (Figure 2), is more accurate
for vegetation delineation compared to other commonly used methods such as the constant threshold
of NDVI = 0.2 (Table 1). The dynamic lower threshold of NDVI starts at values <0.2 in semi-arid regions
and is exponentially increasing with precipitation to values >0.2 in mesic Mediterranean regions.

The change in the lower threshold is small but significant for a proper detection of woody
vegetation in drylands, which together compose around 40% of the terrestrial land globally. These
differences between the constant threshold of 0.2 and the actual distribution of vegetation that we
found in our analysis explain the false-negative and false-positive delineation of vegetation in dry and
wet areas, respectively.

The upper threshold of the vegetation also increased exponentially with increasing precipitation,
but we found different shapes for the curves of the lower and upper thresholds (Figure 2). We further
show that, as a result of the differences between the curves of the lower and upper thresholds,
the range between the two thresholds of NDVI also increases along the precipitation gradient. For each
level of precipitation, this range of NDVI values between lower and upper thresholds is related to
a gradual increase in vegetation cover, but this increase is not linear with FVC. Additional exploration
of the pattern of change in vegetation structure, cover, and density along the NDVI range, would
further contribute to improve the use of VIs not only for delineation but also to better characterize
the vegetation.

The dynamic precipitation-sensitive threshold approach we propose here is therefore useful to
improve the accuracy of vegetation delineation, especially in dry areas with a clear rainless season.
This method is applicable for comparison of different areas at the same time, and for temporal
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monitoring of the year-to-year variability in specific locations. Furthermore, monitoring through time
can be used to identify areas of potential vegetation or areas in which vegetation has been strongly
disturbed or disappeared (e.g., by monitoring vegetation structure in the past using satellite records).

Two caveats are important to notice here. First, the variability in NDVI values is primarily
related to the structure of the vegetation but can also be affected by the spectral properties of the
soil. For example: dark soil or soil with biogenic activity can increase NDVI value with no change
in vegetation, because of the high reflectance of such soils resulting in a rather high NDVI of some
soil types compared to other [28]. The spectral contribution of the signal from the soil will be more
pronounced when FVC is small, because of the relatively large area cover of soil (50–90% of the area).
A second caveat is due to the well-known saturation of NDVI values at high vegetation covers and LAI
that may lead to overestimation of FVC. The typical saturation at NDVI>0.8 [29] is apparent only at
the wet end of the precipitation gradient in our analysis. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the threshold
analysis to the spatial resolution of the data (Figure 5) shows that the low-resolution threshold (derived
from Landsat 8 data) is more confined compared to the threshold derived from the high-resolution
data (Sentinel-2). This can be explained by the lower resolution of Landsat data, which lead to lower
probability of sampling extreme FVC values.

Verstraete and Pinty [30] argued that for semi-arid regions NDVI is more strongly controlled by
changes in vegetation cover than by changes in the optical thickness of canopies. Some evidence for
this can be found in the shape of the NDVI threshold curve. The best fit shape of both NDVI thresholds
were exponential (Figure 2a,b), resembling the curves of change in NDVI as a function of increasing
FVC (Figure 1b), which might suggest that our threshold analysis is primarily driven by changes in
vegetation cover along the precipitation gradient in Israel. Data on the LAI of forest trees along the
precipitation gradient [16] also shows that the LAI of the trees ranged 0.74 to 2.2 m2 m−2, along a range
of 257–722 mm yr−1, but the overall LAI of all vegetation in these stands was correlated with rainfall.
Therefore, we suggest that more theoretical and empirical work can provide insights on the interactions
and relative contribution of FVC and LAI for the spectral signals of vegetation.

5. Conclusions

This paper introduces a new and simple method for woody vegetation delineation. We used
an empirical relation between NDVI and MAP and fitted a curve that can be used as a dynamic
threshold for woody vegetation delineation. We applied this threshold over the semi-arid region in
Israel and evaluated the results with an independent dataset with high agreement.

Our main findings are:

1. NDVI values are influenced by both LAI and FVC. Both variables change as a function of water
availability to the vegetation (manifested as MAP), and the same NDVI value can be obtained for
different sets of combination of LAI and FVC.

2. The minimum NDVI value representing a pixel with woody vegetation increased with
increasing MAP.

3. Using a constant NDVI for a lower threshold for woody vegetation delineation will lead to
false-negative detection in arid regions and false-positive detection in more humid regions.

4. Global tree maps are mainly based on humid forest data, and therefore tend to underestimate
FVC in dryland regions.

5. For regions with a dry season, our method provides more accurate delineation of trees.
6. Mapping of sparse shrubs is less accurate compared to mapping of trees.
7. Dense shrubs and sparse trees have similar NDVI values and cannot be distinguished using

this technique.
8. The dynamic threshold is slightly influenced by the sensor scale, but the shape of the curve is

retained regardless of the spatial resolution of analysis. Coarser resolution curves are confined by
finer resolution curves.
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We suggest that in order to evaluate changes over time in woody vegetation cover and density
it is important to consider our findings, and implement the precipitation-sensitive dynamic lower
threshold of NDVI, especially for evaluation of dryland woody vegetation. We propose that by using
this new precipitation-sensitive approach, for remote sensing and ecological research, the interpretation
of the long-term trends will be more accurate, as well as consider more aspects of change in vegetation
structure. For instance, climatic changes (e.g., increasing droughts or decreasing MAP) can lead to
a reduction in LAI with no change in FVC. Such mild changes are important to notice when monitoring
the effects of global changes at local, regional, and global scales. Furthermore, series of consecutive
images at the same location over a long time can be used to infer subtle changes in the structure of the
woody vegetation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/12/8/1231/s1.
Validation analyses using three delineation approaches. Table S1. Validation results of woody and non-woody
delineation using a constant threshold of NDVI = 0.2. Table S2. Validation results of woody and non-woody
delineation using the Hanssen tree cover database. Table S3. Validation results of woody and non-woody
delineation using a precipitation-sensitive dynamics threshold. The algorithm for the precipitation sensitive
dynamic threshold is available at: https://hareldunn.users.earthengine.app/view/precipitation-sensitive-dynamic-
threshold.
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